Master Tread Trainer Course – Wednesday, November 11th – 9:00 AM until 5:00 PM

Maximum of 12 Participants

You do NOT have to be registered for the 2020 National Outdoor Ethics Conference to attend this Master Tread Trainer course.

Tread Lightly!®’s Master Tread Trainer™ (MTT) course is an intensive 1-day workshop designed to provide an in-depth look at outdoor ethics focusing on motorized and mechanized recreation on both land and water. The MTT course requires participants to complete pre-course assignments, develop and present assigned components of the Tread Trainer course and actively participate throughout the course.

Participation in the course qualifies individuals to present the Tread Lightly! message consistently to others in their state or region. Working with Tread Lightly! staff, participants will understand the role outdoor ethics play in the recreation community, learn the Tread Lightly! principles of responsible recreation and be provided with the tools to conduct a variety of learning opportunities including training Tread Trainers through an 8-hour course.

All Master Tread Trainer course participants will be required to pass the Master Tread Trainer Qualification Exam after taking the course with a score of 80% or better to be qualified as a Master Tread Trainer.

Important Registration Information:

There are two parts to registering for this course. A fee of $7.00 will be assessed by the Occoneechee Council when you register for the course. The $150.00 charged through Tread Lightly! covers the cost of the course and all associated materials, continental breakfast and lunch (will be in the training room). You will be provided the link to register with Tread Lightly! for the course after registering with the council. This course fee does not include lodging and extra meals. We are offering lodging and food service options if you would like to come in the night before and if you plan on staying for the remainder of the conference after the course is over.

Total fees for the Master Tread Trainer Course are $157.00

Additional Fees: You will register for these options under the Products listing.

1. If you are coming into camp only to attend the MTT course, you might want to come in the night before (Tuesday). Lodging the night before the workshop including Tuesday night dinner (Tuesday breakfast will be in the training room):
   a) Pre-Conf – Tuesday Night - Tent/Hammock (your own) $15.00
   b) Pre-Conf - Tuesday Night - Camp tent with cot $20.00
c) Pre-Conf – Tuesday Night - Cabin with bunkbed $25.00

2. If you plan on staying onsite until the conference begins after the course ends, we have this option too. Lodging and meals beginning Wednesday evening (breakfast and lunch provided in the course fee) until the conference begins Thursday evening (not attending another workshop):

   a) Pre-Conf – Wednesday Night - Tent/Hammock $15.00
   b) Pre-Conf – Wednesday Night - Camp tent with cot $20.00
   c) Pre-Conf – Wednesday Night - Cabin with bunkbed $25.00

3. If you need lodging and dinner for Tuesday evening and Wednesday evening lodging and dinner along with Thursday breakfast and lunch, then choose the T/W option.

   a) Pre-Conf – T/W Night - Tent/Hammock $30.00
   b) Pre-Conf – T/W Night - Camp tent with cot $40.00
   c) Pre-Conf - T/W Cabin with bunkbed $50.00

**Registration Instructions:**

1. Website is https://occoneechee.tentaroo.com/admin2/eventtypes
2. Search for 2N - 2020 National Outdoor Ethics Conference
3. Pre-Conference Participant (Add Participant)
4. Classes – choose MTT (Master Tread Trainer)

Questions: oeconference@outdoorethics-bsa.org